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_AD_E7_BA_A7_c84_259758.htm Suppress(6次)1. The company

management attempted to ____ information that was not favorable

to them, but it was all in vain. (05/12)A) supplement B) suppress C)

plug D) concentrate2. Excellent films are those which＿＿＿

national and cultural barriers. (05/6)A) transcend B) traverse C)

abolish D) suppress3. These were stubborn men. not easily ____ to

change their mind. (03/9)A) tilted B) converted C) persuaded D)

suppressed4. The little girl was ________ by the death of her dog

since her affection for the pet had been real and deep.

(01/6)A)grieved B)suppressed C)oppressed D)sustained 5. If

nothing is done to protect the environment, millions of species that

are alivetoday will have become ________ .(01/1)A) deteriorated B)

degenerated C) suppressed D) extinct6. Although there are

occasional outbreaks of gunfire, we can report that the rebellion has

in the main been ______. (99/6)A) canceled B) destroyed C)

suppressed D) restrainedEnforce(4次)1. Apart from philosophical

and legal reasons for respecting patients wishes, there are several

practical reasons why doctors should ________ to involve patients

in their own medical care decisions. (05/1)A) enforce B) endow C)

endeavor D) enhance2. There are occasions when giving a gift ____

spoken communication, since the message it offers can cut through

barriers of language and cultural diversity. (03/12)A) overtakes B)

nourishes C) surpasses D) enforces3. The presidential candidate



______ his position by winning several primary elections. (99/6)A)

enforced B) enriched C) intensified D) consolidated4. Competition,

they believe, __________ the national character than corrupt it.

(97/1)A) enforces B) confirms C) intensifies D)

strengthensEnhance(4次)1. Apart from philosophical and legal

reasons for respecting patients wishes, there are several practical

reasons why doctors should ________ to involve patients in their

own medical care decisions. (05/1)A) enforce B) endow C)

endeavor D) enhance2. Some crops are relatively high yielder and

could be planted in preference to others to ____ the food

supply.(03/12)A) enhance B) curb C) disrupt D) heighten3. The

Japanese scientists have found that scents ______efficiency and

reduce stressamong office workers.(01/1)A) enhance B) amplify C)

foster D) magnify4. The republication of the poets most recent works

will certainly _______ his national reputation. (97/6)A) magnify B)

strengthen C) enlarge D) enhanceDominate(3次)1. For many years

the Japanese have ________ the car market. (04/6)A) presided B)

occupied C) operated D) dominated 2. This book is expected to

_______ the best - seller lists.(00/1)A) promote B) prevail C)

dominate D) exemplify3. Her interest in redecorating the big house

kept her ________ for a whole week. (98/6)A) constrained B)

dominated C) restricted D) occupiedDetach(2次)1. How much of

your countrys electrical supply is _______ from water power?

(02/12)A) deduced B) detached C) derived D) declined2. Each

workday, the workers followed the same schedules and rarely

________ from this routine. (01/6)A)deviated B)disconnected
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